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Tell us about your vehicle to find the right fasterShop by Year Greetings Philkotse.com! You have reached the Isuzu Trooper manual transmission page for sale by certified local car owners and dealers. Before you take a look at the model you've been looking for, there are a few things to keep in mind. Buying a car is not like in movies or
TV shows that we love to see where we enter the dealership, deliver the cash and walk away with the vehicle we've always wanted. However, we need to remember that between entering the dealership and getting away, there are some paperwork requirements that you will have to meet in the middle. So it Philkotse.com suggests a list of
documents you may want to bring to a dealership. Not everyone can pay in cash. In fact, many car dealerships in the Philippines would prefer you to make your payment with some kind of bank document rather than cold cash, so they wouldn't have to worry about so much liquid cash moving around the dealership. If you are paying for a
car in its entirety, depending on the dealership, you would accept payments in the form of; Personal checks, manager's checks or a cashier's check with payment made to the dealer. As noted above, not everyone can pay in full. Thank God then for the financing we can now own our dream cars with the power of deferred payments and
monthly fees! All you have to do is bring the necessary bank documents and loan documents proving that it has been approved and then the dealer can take it from there. Car insurance in the Philippines is not optional. The Government has ordered that you have to purchase insurance for your vehicle before you can have it registered. If it
is third-party liability insurance (TPL) that will cover hospitalization; or death benefit for a third party in the event of an accident; o Comprehensive insurance that covers the same as TPL but also adds itself and damage to the car; it is mandatory before a car can be considered worthy of the road. Driver's license This is a fact and we
believe it doesn't have to be said out loud, but yes, a driver's license is required before you buy your dream car. In addition to being a good valid ID for the dealer to identify you, you need to know that you can actually legally drive the car purchased outside the lot. These are the most common documents needed to make a car purchase in
the Philippines. Dealers may require more documents depending on their own requirements, but there's basically what they need to have from you. We know you'll enjoy through our certified Isuzu Trooper car listings for sale in the Philippines, so follow Philkotse.com for more affordable deals, news, reviews and ideas about your favorite
cars! Want to extend your search to a wider range of vehicles? Head Head to our car section for sale and you'll find what you need there. Thank you for visiting our website and enjoying your time with us! Gaskets and Sealing Systems Clutch and Steering Wheel Hydraulic System Cooling Fan Cooling System Radiator and Components
Components Exhaust Components Exhaust Air Collector Components Fuel Control System Intake Accelerator Components Automatic Drive Belts and Pulleys Filters Suspension, Springs and Components Related to Bearings Forward transmission of rigid parts Propeller rear axle 14 cars found related to manual transmission of es trooper
Due to the EU Global Data Protection Regulation, our website is currently not available to visitors from European countries. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit www.motortrend.com for the latest in new cars, car reviews and news, concept cars and coverage of car shows, awards and much more. We have 46
Isuzu Trooper manuals covering a total of 55 years of production. In the table below you can see 0 Soldier Workshop Manuals, 0 Soldier Owner's Manuals and 1 Various downloads of Isuzu Soldiers. Our most popular instruction manual is the Isuzu Trooper Ii Workshop Manual (L4-2559cc 2.6L SOHC (4ZE1) (1989)) . This (like all our
manuals) is available for free download in PDF format. How to download an Isuzu Soldier Repair Manual (for any year) These Trooper manuals have been provided by our users, so we cannot guarantee integrity. We have checked the years covered by the manuals and have Isuzu Trooper repair manuals for the following years; 1949,
1981, 1981, 1981, 1981, 1981, 1981, 1985, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1992, 1993, 1995, 1997, 1998, 2001, 2002 and 2004. Go through the 46 different PDFs shown below, for example, this one. Then you will be shown the first 10 pages of this specific document, then you can scroll down and click 'show full PDF'. Then you can click download
that you have a totally free car manual, forever! What topics does the Isuzu Soldier Service/Repair Manual cover? In total, there are more than 136496 pages of content dedicated to your Isuzu Trooper. Here is a non-exhaustive list of what is covered; Isuzu Trooper Service Manual for Isuzu Trooper Road Repairs Owners manual covering
weekly Checks Isuzu Trooper Manual Workshop covering Lubricants, Fluids and Tire Pressures Isuzu Trooper PDF's Service covering routine maintenance and detailed maintenance Isuzu Trooper Motor and Associated Service (for Repairs and Review) (PDF) Isuzu Trooper Transmission Pdf Data Service Manual Is Troop Brakes and
Suspension PDF Isuzu Trooper Wiring Diagrams Looking for a Free Isuzu Trooper Haynes / Isuzu Trooper Chilton Manuals? We have a lot of people coming to the site looking to get a free manual from Isuzu Trooper Haynes. There are two things you need to know; first of all it's illegal, and secondly -- there's a lot ways of maintaining and
understanding your Isuzu Trooper engine than the Haynes manual. That's essentially what we're here for - to give the Haynes and Chilton an alternative, online and totally free. Discuss anything related to transmission mods here (Engine and transmission exchanges, lift, gear, exhaust, etc)Moderator: Staff by kauaitrooper » Mda Mar 16,
2011 4:39 pm I am preparing to ship all conversion parts to Hawaii for my 99 Soldier. I live in Oregon. I got a speed of 95 5 that was rolled up and stripped of all parts related to conversion. I have a 99-speed instrument panel and an in-line trans wiring harness. Of course, '95 and '99 are two different animals when it comes to wiring. The
only thing I don't have is the resistance and the relay for the change light in the cluster. I'm not sure if my '99 has the sockets in the power distribution box, by the battery, for these two electrical controls, all the 99 automatics I've seen here don't have the sockets. Does anyone know if not having them will cause a problem with the
computer. Speaking of which I have the 5-speed engine computer to put on too. Mine was fired anyway, he kept dropping the #6 of the injector when he hit the operating temperature. They told me it was common. I also learned from this site that I need to zip the auto-change cable for the ignition key to work properly, thanks for that. I'm
changing at a speed of 5 because my rebuilt 4L30 died after 1100 miles, those things are rubbish. If anyone has any advice or suggestions please feel free to let me know. Also where the mileage is stored, on the computer, the spedo sender or on your chassis computer. The group came out of a soldier who was over 200 grand and mine
is only 125k, how do I change it if it's on the engine computer? Thanks in advance. Steve 99' Trooper with rebuilt engine and transsexual kauaitrooper Drives on Gravel Posts: 46Joined: Mon 24 May 2010 4:12 pmLocation: kauai Thank you: 0 time Have thanks: 0 time by jwood1016 » friend Wed Mar 16, 2011 5:29 pm I just made this
exchange last week, but in my. I also got my MUA5 from a 95th soldier. As for the computer exchange, I didn't have to. I don't need lights to tell me when to change The only electrical work we did on mine was to wire the reverse lights, speedo, and 4wd indicator. We also ignored the neutral safety switch. Last edited by jwood1016 on Wed
Mar 16, 2011 5:30 pm, edited 1 time in total. John2002 Trooper3 inch lift and 33 jwood1016 I am the Stig Posts: 5980Joined: Dom Aug 09, 2009 9:48 pmUbiction: Orlando FL Thank you: 6 times Have thanks: 18 by Robbomaz » Wed Mar 16, 2011 5:29 pm In Australia at least the 95 gearbox x-member is later than the 99 and the gearbox
itself is substantially shorter. 95 has the MUA, 99 the AR5. Like I said my being just for OZ. Mileage is stored in the instrument binnacle ours also made a 95 Rodeo Fordor (Pup) in an extended Jackaroo (Trooper) chassis with 3.5 and supercharger. That finally died. This time it's a 93 Space Cab with a 2.6 &amp; turbo Robbomaz Drives
built in Gravel Posts: 41Joined: Thu May 14, 2009 3:07 amLocation: Australia Thank you: 0 time Have thanks: 0 time by reran » Wed Mar 16, 2011 9:21 pm Robbomaz wrote:In Australia at least the 95 x-member gearbox is later than 99 and the gearbox itself is substantially shorter. 95 has the MUA, 99 the AR5. Like I said my being just
for OZ. Mileage is stored in the instrument binnacle in ours also here in the states, the 98-02 Trooper had the MANUAL AR5 transmissions and the 92-97 Troopers had the MUA5, too. I'm not sure if the MUA can be mounted on 3.5 engines or not. Let's hope Jerry rings and advises. As slowly as possible, as quickly as necessary. Do what
you can, whatever you have, where you are. Theodore Roosevelt89 Trooper, 2.6L Turbo, AW 30-80LE94 Trooper SE, 3.2 DOHC, 69k miles reran Zu Royalty Posts: 1696Joined: Sun Dec 18, 2005 10:13 amLocation: Roswell, GA Thank you: 11 times Have thanks: 29 times by kauaitrooper » Wed Mar 16, 2011 9:54 pm For those of you
have answered Thank you. Because this soldier is currently 2500 miles from where I live most of the time I just want to be very careful and do nothing to mess up the computer as I had the computer go wrong on me and possibly fry my transmission. It's hard to get things in Hawaii in the short term and the mechanics there just like
throwing parts at things without really fixing the problem until they stumble upon it. With that said, I've learned a lot about these trucks. They seem pretty straightforward, but they have their problems. So far I have rebuilt the engine, I have made the automatic (failure), I made all the brakes, shock absorbers, attended to the air conditioning,

replaced a rear wheel bearing (expensive) and has repaired on every other system in the truck. I don't think the previous one knew how to pronounce the word maintenance much less do any of that. If you're looking for somewhere else to stay, you'll find it's a great place to stay. Steve 99' Trooper with rebuilt engine and tranny
kauaitrooper Drives on Gravel Posts: 46Joined: Mon May 24, 2010 4:12 pmLocation: kauai Thank you: 0 time thanks: 0 time by JLEMOND » Wed Mar 16, 2011 10:48 pm kauaitropero wrote:For those of have you answered Thank you. Because this soldier is currently 2500 miles from where I live most of the time I just want to be very
careful and do nothing to mess up the computer as I had the computer go wrong on me and possibly fry my transmission. It's hard to get things done in Hawaii deadline and mechanics there just like to throw parts at things without really fixing the problem until they stumble upon it. With that said, I've learned a lot about these trucks. They
seem quite direct, but they have their So far I have rebuilt the engine, I have made the automatic (failure), I made all the brakes, shock absorbers, attended to the air conditioning, replaced a rear wheel bearing (expensive) and has repaired on every other system in the truck. I don't think the previous one knew how to pronounce the word
maintenance much less do any of that. If you're looking for somewhere else to stay, you'll find it's a great place to stay. Steve STEVE, YOU WILL OF COURSE NEED THE ASSY EMBRAGUE PEDAL AND BRAKE PEDAL ARM FOR MANUAL EXCHANGE, THE TRANS CROSSING MEMBER IS IN A DIF F LOCATION FOR THE TRANS
MUA, YOU WILL NEED THE DRIVE SHAFTS ALL SO FRT AND REAR, SINCE THEY USE DIFF YOKES FRT AND REAR, THE BEST THING TO DO THERE AND THE EASIEST THING IS TO HAVE THE ENDS OF THE AXLES EXCHANGED TO FIT THE TRANS, THE TRANS FITS THE EN, AND YOU CAN EVEN USE THE EARLY
STEERING WHEEL AND CLUTCH ASSY THE 3.5 USES A SLIGHTLY LARGER CLUTCH AND A DIFF STEERING WHEEL, BUT IT IS MUCH LARGER THAN THE SMALLER ONE WILL NOT WORK , YOU WILL NEED TO DO SOME WIRING FOR LITES BACKUP AND NEUTRAL SECURITY SW, UNDER THE DASHBOARD AND
UNDER THE TRUCK, BUT IT INS HARD AND YOU WON'T HAVE TO RUN ANY CABLE JUST MAKE CONNECTIONS WHERE THE AUTOMATIC SW MODE WAS PLUGGED IN, IN, YOU WILL NEED MANUAL PCM SCROLLING OR YOU WILL GET A CEL ON , OR HAVE YOURS REPROGRAMMED TO A MANUAL CHANGE.
DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE SPEEDO THE ONE YOU HAVE WILL BE FINE JUST USE THE SPEED SENSOR THAT CAME IN THE CAR AND PLUG IT OR SCREW IT INTO THE CONNECTOR IN THE MANUAL TRAN, NO TROOPER STORES MILEAGE INFORMATION THAT CAN BE CHANGED OR RETRIVED, THE EARLY
SPEEDO IS A MECHANIC READ AND THE PREVIOUS ONE IS JUST A DIGITAL READING , YOU DO NOT HAVE TO DO ANYTHING TO DASH JLEMOND I am the Stig Posts: 5191Joined: Mar Apr 18, 2006 9:13 pm You have thanked: 0 time Have thanks: 352 times by kauaitrooper » Thu Mar 17, 2011 4:32 am Jerry (I guess) Thank
you for replying to my post. When I say I fan the '95 of everything related to speed 5 I mean even nuts, screws, washers, brackets, pedals, accessories, shafts, plug, switches and wire connectors, whatever I have. My plan was to make this as stock as the factory did so when and if I ever sell it a regular mechanic can work on it. I have the
instrument panel a 5 speed '99 (it has an oil gauge, volt meter and TOD remove) and the 5-speed manual engine management computer. The soldier's was shot anyway. I kept dropping #6 the injector driver when the engine reached operating temperature, which in Hawaii doesn't take long. I've built some cars (Hot Rods) so the material
it's a piece of cake. It's the computer thing that alarms me. I don't want to go to all these problems and then having the computer doesn't work due to some wiring or switch issue. That's why all the electrical stuff is '99. You didn't mention where the mileage is in the soldier. Where would it be epifiably? If you're not in computer, is chassis
stored on the computer that I'm not going to change? Did you mention that the clutch is a little smaller, diameter or weight? Also the steering wheel, lighter or just have a smaller clutch contact area? Is the tooth count on the steering wheel the same as the 99's flexible plate? I read in someone the thread of elses that made a friend car to
the manual conversion that all they did with the member of the cross was turn it over is that suitable for the soldier? Thank you again for your response in advance. Steve 99' Trooper with rebuilt engine and tranny kauaitrooper Drives on Gravel Posts: 46Joined: Mon 24, 2010 4:12 pmLocation: kauai Has thanked: 0 time Have thanks: 0 by
time JLEMOND » Thu Mar 17, 2011 9:25 am kauaitrooper wrote::Jerry (I guess)for responding post. When I say I fan the '95 of everything related to speed 5 I mean even nuts, screws, washers, brackets, pedals, accessories, shafts, plug, switches and wire connectors, whatever I have. My plan was to make this as stock as the factory did
so when and if I ever sell it a regular mechanic can work on it. I have the instrument panel a 5 speed '99 (it has an oil gauge, volt meter and TOD remove) and the 5-speed manual engine management computer. The soldier's was shot anyway. I kept dropping #6 the injector driver when the engine reached operating temperature, which in
Hawaii doesn't take long. I've built some cars (Hot Rods) so the mechanical material is a piece of cake. It's the computer thing that alarms me. I don't want to go to all these problems and then having the computer doesn't work due to some wiring or switch issue. That's why all the electrical stuff is '99. You didn't mention where the mileage
is in the soldier. Where would it be epifiably? If it is not on the computer, is chassis stored on the computer that I will not change? THERE IS NO CHASSIS COMPUTER IN THE TROOPERS, ONLY THE ENG AND TRANS, THE SPEEDO READING IS STORED ANYWHERE EXCEPT IN THE SPEEDO HEAD AND IS NOT ADJUSTABLE,
LIKE ANOTHER VEH, IT IS A DIGITAL READING ONLY IF NOT UNPLUG AND TWO MO LATER PLUG BACK IN ANOTHER VEH THAT IS THE 3.2 FLYWHEEL IS ONLY A TINY BIT LESS IF DAY , BALANCE WEIGHT IS THE SAME Also the steering wheel, lighter or just have a smaller clutch contact area? Is the tooth count on the
steering wheel the same as the 99's flexible plate? FLYWHEEL TOOTH COUNT IS THE SAME one I read in someone the elses thread that made a friend auto to the manual conversion that all they did with the cross member was turn it over is that suitable for the soldier? YOU MAY BE ABLE TO DO THIS ON PRIVATE I, SO, I HAVEN'T
MADE THE EXCHANGE IN '98 AND MORE THE SOLDIERS STILL, BUT IT SHOULD NOT BE TOO DIFF Thank you again for your response in advance. Steve JLEMOND I am the Stig Posts: 5191Joined: Mar Apr 18, 2006 9:13 pm Thank you: 0 time Have thanks: 352 times by kauaitrooper » Fri Mar 18, 2011 4:17 pm Jerry Thank you
that the information relieves my mind on the subjects. It will let you know how this conversion is going. He plans to do it in May. Steve 99' Trooper with rebuilt engine and transgender kauaitrooper Drives in Gravel Posts: 46Joined: Mon 24, 2010 4:12 pmUbication: kauai Thank you: 0 time Have thanks: 0 time by RamAirZ » Fri Mar 18,
2011 4:48 pm We have just flipped the crossbar and had to cut a bracket so that the front axle could pass through. Did you get the drive shafts, too? If not, you can grab a soldering shaft for a 5spd and swap the flanges to mate with the trans. We don't answer any of the computer stuff, we just have the reverse lights running, neutral safety
switch and 4wd indicator. If John switches to a manual cluster and gets the manual things from the console, he would see actions and drive very well. Let us know if you have any further questions. Current: 2004 GMC Sierra- slightly modded, low style 2002 Isuzu Rodeo Sport- 3.5 swap, 3.5 lift, 32's, LED pods, Custom EscapePrevious:
1999 Isuzu Vehicross/1997 Isuzu Rodeo/ 1995 Honda Passport RamAirZ Donor Posts: 8605Joined: Mon Aug 18, 200810 10 pm You have thanked: 3 times Have thanks: 29 times by The MU » Fri Mar 18, 2011 5:12 pm I am in the middle of making an AR5 exchange on my 02 Trooper. Right now, I'm struggling with the fuel lines (Auto
and MT are different). The hardest part is getting the manual transsexual in the pilot bearing and being aligned with the splines in the clutch. Troop of 02!!!!! - Sold! Taro Adun! my gaz guzzlin, friend burns oil. He was fine while we lasted. (But I keep thinking about you.......) The MU Rodeo King Posts: 197Dida: Thu Aug 06, 2009 5:14
amLocation: Ames, IA Has thanked: 0 time Have thanks: 0 time by jwood1016 » Fri Mar 18, 2011 5:41 pm The MU wrote: I am in the middle of making an AR5 exchange on my 02 Trooper. Right now, I'm struggling with the fuel lines (Auto and MT are different). The hardest part is getting the manual transsexual in the pilot bearing and
being aligned with the splines in the clutch. I know only the man for work p.s. you must put yourself in a very clumsy and terrifying position to get the shaft in pilot John2002 Trooper3 inch elevator and 33 jwood1016 I am the Stig Post: 5980Joined: Dom Aug 09, 2009 9:48 pmLocation: Orlando FL Thank you: 6 times Have thanks: 18 times
by The MU » Fri Mar 18, 2011 6:59 pm Yes, plannin on putting my insurance to the test tonight tonight '02 Troopar!!!!! - Sold! Taro Adun! my gaz guzzlin, friend burns oil. Was as long as we last. (But I keep thinking about you.......) The MU Rodeo King Posts: 197Joined: Thu Aug 06, 2009 5:14 amLocation: Ames, AI has been grateful: 0
times 0 time by RamAirZ » Fri Mar 18, 2011 7:28 pm jwood1016 wrote: The MU wrote: I am in the middle of making an AR5 exchange on my 02 Trooper. Right now, I'm struggling with the fuel lines (Auto and MT are different). The hardest part is getting the manual transsexual in the pilot bearing and being aligned with the splines in the
clutch. I know only the man for work p.s. you must put yourself in a very clumsy and terrifying position to get the shaft in the pilot Current: 2004 GMC Sierra- slightly modded, low style 2002 Isuzu Rodeo Sport- 3.5 swap, 3.5 elevator, 32, LED Pods, Custom EscapePrevious: 1999 Isuzu Vehicross/1997 Isuzu Rodeo/ 1995 Honda Passport
RamAirZ Donor Posts: 8605Joined: Mon Aug 18, 2008 10:10 pm Thank you: 3 times Have thanks: 29 times by KUERVO » Wed Dec 12, 2012 6:50 am How was it please? I'm looking for a good 5spd to replace the transsexual automatic garbage in my 2001 trooper.. ar5 is the same as MA5? Red Chevy and Chevy Canyon and Hummer
Use This Transsexual? I have an 86 soldier with a 5sp TDI 2.2 if any of those parts will help me. KUERVO Drives on Pavement Posts: 4Joined: Thu May 10, 2012 6:39 am Thank you: 1 time Have thanks: 0 time Users browsing this forum: Google Adsense [Bot] and 24 guest guests
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